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Sri Lanka Past and Present 2003
for centuries historians believed that the sri lankan civilisation began with the arrival of vijaya
the supposed first king and progenitor of the sinhalese from northeast india in the 6th
century bce this text takes the reader on a journey into sri lanka s past that remained hidden
for years

The Lost Dynasty 2007
chiefly relates to post 1978 events

NGOs in Sri Lanka 2003
this book looks at the problem of child labour in the informal sector which continues to hinder
social progress in sri lanka despite the country s reputation in the developing world for its
provision of welfare services and education the report highlights government measures to
eliminate child employment it argues that collaborative efforts on the part of the government
non governmental organizations and international agencies could lead to innovative
approaches to the problem

Sri Lanka 1996
papers most presented at a workshop held on 29 30 jan 1999 in kandy sri lanka

Education in Sri Lanka 2018
in this book nalani hennayake unravels how the development experience of a postcolonial
society is deeply embedded in a complex historical relationship between culture and politics
by focusing on the country of sri lanka

Glimpses from the Past of the Moors of Sri Lanka 1976
in the past decade sri lanka has been engulfed by political tragedy as successive
governments have failed to settle the grievances of the tamil minority in a way acceptable to
the majority sinhala population the new premadasa presidency faces huge economic and
political problems with large sections of the island under the control of the indian peace
keeping force ipkf and militant separatist tamil groups operating in the north and south this
book is not a conventional political history of sri lanka instead it attempts to shed fresh light
on the historical roots of the ethnic crisis and uses a combination of historical and
anthropologial evidence to challenge the widely held belief that the conflict in sri lanka is
simply the continuation of centuries of animosity between the sinhalese and the tamils the
authors show how modern ethnic identities have been made and re made since the colonial
period with the war between tamils and the sinhala dominant government accompanied by
rhetorical wars over archeological sites and place name etymologies and the political use of
the national past the book is also one of the first attempts to focus on local perceptions of the



crisis and draws on a broad range of sources from village fieldwork to newspaper
controversies its interest extends beyond contemporary politics to history anthropology and
development studies

Sri Lanka, Past and Present 1998
on the ethnic relations and politics in post 1978 sri lanka

Child Labour in Sri Lanka 1993
approach places landscapes travels and discourses the jaffna photo album sinhala warzone
tourism in the time of a ceasefire travels with the lion flag sinhala warzone tourism in an era
of post war triumphalism photography and cartography in warzone tourism tales from darker
places in paradise towards a logic of warzone travel

Sri Lanka : the Recent Past 2018
buddhist fundamentalism and minority identities in sri lanka explores sinhala buddhist
fundamentalist ideology and its power to shape the identities of sri lanka s ethnic and
religious minorities sinhala buddhist fundamentalists in contemporary sri lanka share an
ideology that asserts a vital link between the island of sri lanka and the sinhala people
especially in their role as curators of buddhism and often at the exclusion of the minorities
minority responses to sinhala buddhist fundamentalism are manifold ranging from
assimilation to the formation of rival fundamentalisms the authors provide views of history
markedly different from most scholarly reflections on sri lanka thus the history of shifting
perceptions of sinhala buddhist fundamentalism offered here constitutes an important
contribution to the subaltern history of sri lanka by treating both the development of sinhala
buddhist fundamentalism in the late nineteenth century and its hegemony in the late
twentieth this study links the present to the past

Pursuit of Peace in Sri Lanka 2000
interdisciplinary in its approach this book explores the dilemmas that buddhism faces in
relation to the continuing ethnic conflict and violence in modern sri lanka prominent scholars
in the fields of anthropology history buddhist studies and pali examine multiple dimensions of
the problem buddhist responses to the crisis are discussed in detail along with how buddhism
can help to create peace in sri lanka evaluating the role of buddhists and their institutions in
bringing about an end to war and violence as well as possibly heightening the problem this
collection puts forward a critical analysis of the religious conditions contributing to continuing
hostilities

Culture, Politics, and Development in Postcolonial Sri
Lanka 2006
increasing the area under irrigation and the widespread adoption of seed fertilizer technology



were the major factors that contributed to enhanced rice production in sri lanka enabling the
country to achieve self sufficiency in rice in recent years there has been a shift in emphasis
from expanding the irrigated land base to enhancing the productivity of irrigated land
through diversification of agriculture and improvement of rice production with better water
management in irrigation schemes this report attempts to assess how the irrigation sector in
sri lanka is adapting itself to these new challenges it analyzes the future direction of irrigation
in sri lanka in light of recent trends in public and private investment in this sphere and the
revolution in groundwater development brought about by the poor performance and gradual
deterioration of existing irrigation schemes

Sri Lanka 2002-09-11
this anthology consists of articles on sri lankan literary works written with a few exceptions in
english for the benefit of non sri lankan readers something of the necessary historical political
and cultural background is provided broadening into the field of cultural studies the volume
includes comment on films based on or relevant to sri lanka published over several years the
first in 1989 the articles reflect changes in the island and therefore in the concern of its
writers section 2 related articles consists of a reading of conrad s heart of darkness from a
buddhist and hindu perspective an examination of the term racism and a meditation on an
aspect of the sri lankan exile experience sketches the last section contains two imaginative
pieces and a factual tsunami related incident altogether this anthology will be of use not only
to students of the island s english language literature but also to those who have a general
interest in asia and sri lanka

Sri Lanka in the Modern Age 2015-03
sri lanka one of the most promising states in asia following independence in 1948 has been
torn apart for the past fifteen years by a vicious civil war the majority sinhala and minority
tamils have killed each other with increasing ferocity the tamils who are primarily hindu fear
losing their identity and being overwhelmed by the majority who are buddhist the sinhala in
turn fear that the tamils with the backing of their ethnic kin in the indian province of tamil
nadu will destabilize and take over control of the sri lankan government colonial era rivalries
and deep rooted distrust fuel the tensions what will bring about an end to this destructive
conflict and how will the island nation heal its physical and psychic wounds following a peace
how will a sustainable peace be arranged can mediation help this book of essays by sri
lankan and western authors examines the causes of war and the possibilities for peace
contributors are chandra r de silva old dominion university rohan edrisinha university of
colombo saman kelegama institute of policy studies of sri lanka david little united states
institute of peace darini rajasingham senanayake columbia university teresita c schaffer
former u s ambassador to sri lanka david scott johns hopkins university donald r snodgrass
harvard institute for international development jayadeva uyangoda sri lanka foundation
william weisberg and donna hicks harvard university a world peace foundation book

Warzone Tourism in Sri Lanka 2016-06-20
a food system comprises the entire range of actors and interlinked activities related to food



production processing distribution marketing and trade preparation consumption and
disposal when a food system operates without compromising the needs of future generations
it is considered to be a sustainable food system the present day food systems in sri lanka are
diverse and the natural and physical environment infrastructure institutions society and
culture and policies and regulations within which the food systems operate as well as the
technologies employed have shaped their outcomes agricultural research is a key factor in
terms of innovation and technological advances innovation has been the main driver of food
systems transformation over the past few decades and will be critical to addressing the
needs of a rapidly growing population in a context of climate change and scarcity of natural
resources in addition agricultural research must help meet the rising demand for food at
affordable prices comprising 17 chapters written by specialist s in their respective subject
areas this contributed volume on agricultural research for sustainable food systems in sri
lanka a historical perspective shares the scientific knowledge accumulated by the national
agricultural research system of sri lanka including universities and offers recommendations
on how to make food systems more sustainable in order to address the current needs of sri
lankan society it presents perspectives on four key thematic areas namely i crop and animal
production management and improvement ii agro product processing technologies iii natural
resource management and iv socio economic development and agri business management

Buddhist Fundamentalism and Minority Identities in Sri
Lanka 1998-07-10
nation constitutionalism and buddhism in sri lanka offers a new perspective on contemporary
debates about sinhalese buddhist nationalism in sri lanka in this book de silva wijeyeratne
argues forcefully that sinhalese buddhism in the period prior to its engagement with the
british colonial state signified a relatively unbounded although at times boundary forming set
of practices that facilitated both the inclusion and exclusion of non buddhist concepts and
people within a particular cosmological frame juxtaposing the premodern against the
backdrop of colonial modernity de silva wijeyeratne tells us that in contrast modern sinhalese
buddhism nationalism is a much more reified and bounded concept one imagined through a
19th century epistemology whose purpose was not so much inclusion but a much more
radical exclusion of non buddhist ideas and people in this insightful analysis modern
sinhalese buddhist nationalism then emerges through the conjunction of discourse power and
knowledge at a distinct moment in the trajectory of the colonial state an intrinsic feature of
this modernist moment is that premodern categories such as the cosmic order were subject
to a bureaucratic re valuation that generated profound consequences for state society
relations and the wider constitutional legal imaginary this book goes onto explore how key
constitutional and nation building moments were framed within the cultural milieu of modern
sinhalese buddhist nationalism a nationalism that reveals the power of a re valued buddhist
cosmic order to still inform the present given the intensification of the sinhalese buddhist
nationalist project following the defeat of the tamil tigers in 2009 this book is of interest to
scholars of nationalism south asian studies the anthropology of ritual and comparative legal
history



Buddhism, Conflict and Violence in Modern Sri Lanka
2006-09-27
this companion presents a critical collection of sinhala resistance literature from sri lanka it
includes translated short stories and excerpts from sinhala novels written after the civil war
in the country featuring national award winning writers the selected texts share a common
theme of resistance as the writers write against an exclusivist nationalism that was
propagated through mass media and platforms of party politics in sri lanka during the war the
volume addresses crucial issues such as the fate of civilians in war the role of religion in sri
lankan polity media censorship the experience of women in war as well as the current
education system and youth problems in present day sri lanka it highlights an alternate
discourse that runs among the ethnic sinhala group and contributes to the overall movement
towards peace and reconciliation among the different ethnic communities in sri lanka a
unique addition to the growing oeuvre of translated sinhala literature the companion will be
indispensable to students scholars and researchers of ethnic studies war and peace studies
peace and conflict studies literature cultural studies political sociology and south asian
studies particularly those interested in sri lankan literature

Irrigation Sector in Sri Lanka 2002
focusing on ways in which cultural nationalism has influenced both the production and critical
reception of texts salgado presents a detailed analysis of eight leading sri lankan writers
michael ondaatje romesh gunasekera shyam selvadurai a sivanandan jean arasanayagam
carl muller james goonewardene and punyakante wijenaike to rigorously challenge the
theoretical cultural and political assumptions that pit insider against outsider resident against
migrant and the authentic against the alien by interrogating the discourses of territoriality
and boundary marking that have come into prominence since the start of the civil war
salgado works to define a more nuanced and sensitive critical framework that actively
reclaims marginalized voices and draws upon recent studies in migration and the diaspora to
reconfigure the sri lankan critical terrain

Sri Lanka in Turmoil 1996
this book discusses ravanisation the revitalisation of ravana among sinhalese buddhists in
post war after 2009 sri lanka the hindu ramayana generally portrays ravana as a cruel king
how and why then has ravana gained the interest of sinhalese buddhists this study takes an
ethnographic perspective to answer these questions the book discusses multiple ravana
representations that have emerged at an urban buddhist site the sri devram maha viharaya
and a rural site lakegala and discloses how ravanisation relates to sinhalese buddhist ethno
nationalism in addition the material ritual and spatial perspectives offer unique insights in the
personal and local relevance of ravana

Sri Lanka Literary Essays & Sketches 2011-04-08
the history of sri lanka from the earliest times to the present sri lanka is an ancient



civilization shaped and thrust into the modern globalizing world by its colonial experience
with its own unique problems many of them historical legacies it is a nation trying to maintain
a democratic pluralistic state structure while struggling to come to terms with separatist
aspirations this is a complex story and there is perhaps no better person to present it in
reasoned scholarly terms than k m de silva sri lanka s most distinguished and prolific
historian a history of sri lanka first published in 1981 has established itself as the standard
work on the subject this fully revised edition in light of the most recent research brings the
story right up to the early years of the twenty first century the book provides comprehensive
coverage of all aspects of sri lanka s development from a classical buddhist society and
irrigation economy to its emergence as a tropical colony producing some of the world s most
important cash crops such as cinnamon tea rubber and coconut and finally as an asian
democracy it is a study of the political vicissitudes of sri lanka s ancient civilization and the
successive phases of portuguese dutch and british colonial rule the unfortunate
consequences of becoming a centre of ethnic tension and sri lanka s long standing
relationship with india are also discussed exhaustively researched and analytical this book is
an invaluable reference source for students of ancient colonial and post colonial societies
ethnic conflict and democratic transitions as well as for all those who simply want to get a
feel of the rich and varied texture of sri lanka s long history

Creating Peace in Sri Lanka 2010-12-01
space is dynamic political and a cause of conflict it bears the weight of human dreams and
fears conflict is caused not only by spatial exclusivism but also by an inclusivism that seeks
harmony through subordinating the particularity of the other to the world view of the majority
this book uses the lens of space to examine inter religious and inter communal conflict in
colonial and post colonial sri lanka demonstrating that the colonial can shed light on the post
colonial particularly on post war developments post may 2009 when buddhist symbolism was
controversially developed in the former largely non buddhist war zones using the concepts of
exclusivism and inclusivist subordination the book analyses the different imaginaries or world
views that were present in colonial and post 1948 sri lanka with particular reference to the
ethnic or religious other and how these were expressed in space influenced one another and
engendered conflict the book s use of insights from human geography peace studies and
secular iterations of the theology of religions breaks new ground as does its narrative
technique which prioritizes voices from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and the
author s fieldwork and personal observation in the twenty first through utilizing past and
contemporary reflections on lived experience informed by diverse religious world views the
book offers new insights into sri lanka s past and present it will be of interest to an
interdisciplinary audience in the fields of colonial and postcolonial studies war and peace
studies security studies religious studies the study of religion buddhist studies mission
studies south asian and sri lankan studies

Agricultural Research for Sustainable Food Systems in
Sri Lanka 2020-03-30
sri lanka s conflict and peace processes have gained global attention during recent years this
book presents a comprehensive insight into the politics of reconstruction and development in



sri lanka focussing on the ceasefire which was negotiated between the government of sri
lanka and the separatist liberation tigers of tamil eelam in 2002 and which lasted until 2006
based on extensive empirical fieldwork the book provides a unique ethnographic account of
this specific historical period of peace it explains how development was shaped by interplay
and cooperation but also by the disparities and conflicts between a variety of local and
intervening actors including local organizations and civil society ltte government of sri lanka
international development cooperation and the tamil diaspora starting from an
interdisciplinary viewpoint the author integrates findings from development sociology with
new perspectives on transnationalization and the migration development nexus this provides
a fine grained analysis of the emerging development visions and perspectives in relation to
transnationalization and global interconnectedness making an innovative contribution by
linking the analysis of local reconstruction with contemporary phenomena of
transnationalization diasporization and globalization this book will appeal to those with an
interest in sociology social anthropology and political science

Nation, Constitutionalism and Buddhism in Sri Lanka
2013-08-15
unveiling sri lanka s colonial legacy a journey through british rule 1795 1948 this
comprehensive series delves into the fascinating yet complex history of sri lanka under
british rule spanning from the late 18th century to its independence in 1948 explore the
dramatic events that unfolded from the initial conquest to the rise of a powerful plantation
economy and the subsequent struggles for self determination chapter 1 setting the stage
embark on a historical voyage understanding sri lanka s rich pre colonial past and the arrival
of european powers vying for control of the strategically located island nation chapter 2 the
foot in the door 1795 1802 witness the power struggles of the european colonial era as the
british strategically maneuver to gain a foothold in sri lanka capitalizing on european turmoil
chapter 3 kandyan resistance and consolidation 1802 1818 dive deeper into the valiant
resistance of the kandyan kingdom against british domination and the eventual unification of
sri lanka under british rule chapter 4 establishing the colonial system 1818 1848 uncover the
transformation of sri lanka into a british crown colony analyzing the administrative structures
legal reforms and their impact on the island s social and economic fabric chapter 5 the rise of
the plantation economy 1848 1886 explore the dramatic shift towards a plantation based
economy focusing on the rise and fall of coffee and the introduction of tamil migrant labor a
defining feature of sri lanka s demographics chapter 6 infrastructure development and social
change 1848 1900 examine the development of transportation networks the introduction of a
western education system and the social transformations that reshaped sri lankan society
chapter 7 the coffee crisis and the shift to tea 1886 1914 learn about the devastating coffee
leaf rust and the subsequent rise of tea as the dominant cash crop analyzing its impact on sri
lanka s economy and social landscape chapter 8 self governance movements and world war i
1900 1918 witness the rise of self governance movements like those led by anagarika
dharmapala and the ceylon national congress alongside the impact of world war i on sri lanka
chapter 9 constitutional developments and the interwar period 1919 1939 explore the
introduction of the donoughmore constitution granting limited self government the rise of
new political parties and the social and economic realities of the interwar period chapter 10
world war ii and the road to independence 1939 1948 delve into the final chapter of british



rule analyzing the impact of world war ii and the growing nationalist movement that
ultimately led to sri lanka s independence in 1948 uncover the hidden stories political battles
and social transformations that shaped sri lanka during this critical period this series provides
valuable insights for anyone interested in sri lankan history colonialism and the enduring
legacy of the british raj

The Routledge Companion to Sinhala Fiction from Post-
War Sri Lanka 2022-09-27
the rough guide to sri lanka is the definitive travel guide with clear maps and detailed
coverage of all the best attractions sri lanka has to offer get the low down on one of the
worlds most beautiful islands with in depth coverage of sri lanka s superb beaches
magnificent wildlife verdant tea plantations and majestic buddhist remains the guide includes
practical information on getting there and around plus reviews of the best sri lanka hotels
from serene oceanside ayurveda retreats to atmospheric colonial era tea estate bungalows
and sri lanka restaurants bars and sri lankan shopping for all budgets you ll find introductory
sections on sri lanka food drink health cultural customs and outdoor activities as well as
specialist sri lanka tour operators and colour inserts on tea buddhism and the island s
highlights with inspirational colour photography throughout rely on expert background on
everything from the history of the ancient buddhist kingdoms through to the contemporary
political scene in sri lanka and traditional sri lankan dance explore all corners of this
fascinating country with the clearest sri lanka maps of any guide make the most of your
holiday with the rough guide to sri lanka

Writing Sri Lanka 2007-01-24
the index buddhicus is the first classified comprehensive bibliography of buddhist studies it
describes secondary material ranging from articles papers and chapters appearing in journals
proceedings and collections through reference works monographs editions and theses to
digital resources all entries are linked to an elaborate index of both proper names and
thematic and cross referenced to related material the index is available as an online resource

"Ravanisation": The Revitalisation of Ravana among
Sinhalese Buddhists in Post-War Sri Lanka 2005
sri lanka fell into an unprecedented crisis as a result of a series of shocks and policy missteps
debt rose to unsustainable levels resulting from large fiscal imbalances and access to
international capital markets was lost soon after large tax cuts and the onset of the covid 19
reserves were depleted leading to a sharp exchange rate depreciation and debt service was
suspended in the spring of 2022 sizable monetary financing to meet fiscal obligations
contributed to a surge in inflation sri lanka s economy is in deep recession and financial
stability is at risk given the tight financialsovereign nexus people are suffering from food and
energy shortages exacerbating deep rooted public dissatisfaction and creating a vulnerable
political and social environment



A History of Sri Lanka 2018-03-28
in this comprehensive and authoritative study of terrorism in sri lanka k m de silva turns the
spotlight on the liberation tigers of tamil eelam ltte and its role in sri lanka s upheavals over
the last few decades while tracing the emergence of this separatist group and the events that
led to its recent collapse de silva also seeks to explore the complex relationship between the
so called moderates in sri lankan tamil politics and the tamil terrorist groups what emerges is
a layered portrait of the dynamics of sri lanka s political system extensively researched and
loaded with perceptive insights sri lanka and the defeat of the ltte is the most wide ranging
analysis so far on the ltte and its violent legacy

Religion, Space and Conflict in Sri Lanka 2014-04-03
among the examples of civil wars armed secessionist movements and minority uprisings in
the world today many involve conflict between a minority group s aim for political self
determination and the nation state s resistance to any diminution of sovereignty with the
expansion of the international regime of human rights minority groups have reconceptualised
their struggle with the understanding that a minority which is linguistically religiously or
ethnically distinctive is entitled to self determination if their aspirations cannot be met this
book explores the relationship between minority rights self determination and secession
within international law by contextualising these issues in a detailed case study of the rise of
tamil separatism in sri lanka welhengama and pillay show how tamil communalism hardened
into secession and assess whether the sri lankan government has met its obligations with
respect to the right to self determination short of secession focusing on the legal and human
rights arguments for secession by the tamil community of the north and east of sri lanka the
book demonstrates how the language of international law and international human rights
played a major role in the development of the arguments for secession through a close
examination of the case of the tamil s secessionist movement the book presents valuable
insights into why modern nation states find themselves threatened by separatist claims and
bids for independence based on ethnicity

The Politics of Reconstruction and Development in Sri
Lanka 2017
sri lanka malay shows extreme language contact malay phonology and lexicon are squared
with clearly indian morphosyntax and semantics historical anthropological typological and
structural approaches shed light on the complex genesis and rapid evolution of this language

Ancient Sri Lanka 2024-04-16
this volume examines and analyses electoral politics in sri lanka through the theoretical
framework of manipulation the following questions guided the study how do political actors
manipulate elections and what are the salient features of electoral politics in sri lanka
primary and secondary data formed the basis of the analysis examining eight presidential
elections the research findings indicated that sri lankan governments political parties and



political leaders have taken advantage of six types of electoral manipulation including
constitutional tinkering field fixing time fixing vote suppression process manipulation and
resource manipulation through a close examination of eight presidential elections research
carried out for the volume found that elections are often associated with violence presidential
elections are mainly a majoritarian affair in which minority communities play only a marginal
role there is a significant gender imbalance as women s participation in the electoral process
is very limited despite the presence of a large number of candidates contesting the election it
always remains a two way race and amid extensive manipulation and other problems voter
participation tends to be high this volume will be a valuable resource for students academics
and researchers who focus on democracy good governance electoral studies and south asian
politics and history and will enhance the conceptual foundation of democracy advocates and
activists

The British Conquest of Sri Lanka 2009-10-01
socialism as a political system may be on the wane yet no one can doubt that its cultural
legacies will make themselves felt for years to come and on a worldwide scale the
contributors to this volume adopt a variety of anthropological approaches to illuminate
changes which have removed socialists from power in many countries presenting detailed
ethnographic accounts across a wide range of countries they bring out the factors which have
given socialism such a profound worldwide impact including a substantial impact upon the
discipline of anthropology itself the first sustained and wide ranging investigation of socialism
by social anthropologists this volume will enable readers to understand better how socialism
has been experienced by millions of people and thereby to now better understand how they
may cope with post socialist dilemmas

The Rough Guide to Sri Lanka 2004-06-01

Buddhist History in the Vernacular 1995

Sri Lanka News 2023-03-20

Sri Lanka 2012-10-01

Sri Lanka and the Defeat of the LTTE 2014-03-05

The Rise of Tamil Separatism in Sri Lanka 1991



The Presence of the Past 2012-11-29

The Genesis of Sri Lanka Malay 2022-07-21

Electoral Politics in Sri Lanka 2003-09-02

Socialism
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